Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) Injectors

OE PROBLEM: When the original DEF Injector fails, the dealer’s solution is to replace the entire injector and housing assembly, adding unnecessary steps to repair the faulty injector.

OE FIX: This DEF injector kit replaces the worn injector while keeping the rest of the housing assembly in place to save you money.

- Includes new DEF injector, feed line cup, O-ring and mounting hardware for a complete repair solution

FAILURE MODE:
- DEF no longer injected into system, improper NOx reduction in system, drivability issues, truck enters limp mode

Diesel Particulate Filter Gaskets

- Seals diesel particulate filter (DPF)
- All necessary gaskets included for a complete repair solution
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- Original gasket cracks and corrodes over time, resulting in exhaust leaks

Diesel Particulate Filter Hardware Kit

- Complete kit includes all necessary gaskets and clamps required for a complete installation
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- Rust or corrosion results in exhaust leak or trouble code displayed

Engine Oil Level Sensor

- Direct-replacement sensor restores full function to the system when heat, vibration, oil fouling or corrosion disable the original equipment part
- Complete assembly includes integrated oil temp sensor and 4-prong electrical connector

FAILURE MODE:
- Broken connector and burned out electronics results in illumination of the check engine light and low oil indicator

Exhaust Clamps

- Holds exhaust components together
- Constructed of stainless steel for corrosion resistance and long service life
- Matches the design of the original for a perfect fit

FAILURE MODE:
- Rust, corrosion, exhaust leaks and repeated removal can deform clamps
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Air Tank Assemblies

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 15 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- Stores pressurized air for air-actuated parking brakes and air-actuated shocks, seats and doors
- Made with precise port locations and finished with an interior and exterior powder coating to prevent corrosion
- Three tank types available - supply/wet, primary and secondary
- Manufactured per SAE J10 & FMVSS 121 Standards
- Each air tank is leak tested prior to packaging

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Excessive rust and corrosion, damage from collision

### 924-5822
- Volvo 2018-01
- OE Numbers: 20946637

### 924-5807
- International 2007-02
- OE Numbers: 354609C92

---

Fuel Injection O-Ring Kit

**LINE EXTENSION**

- Cost-efficient and time-saving alternative to purchasing components separately
- Saves bay time-helps you keep the O-rings you need organized and close at hand
- O-rings are constructed from high-quality materials for long-lasting durability
- Recommended for replacement when servicing the fuel injector

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Excessive heat over time, poor fuel economy and power loss

### 904-8050
- 2009-07
- OE Numbers: 3330537, 3330538, 3347937, 3347939

---

Heat Reflective Tape

**LINE EXTENSION**

- Replace brittle, cracked or missing original heat wrap when replacing or reinstalling a diesel particulate filter
- Features aluminum coating to reduce heat transfer and act as a gasket on diesel particulate filters
- Self-adhesive backing simplifies installation before clamps are tightened
- Easy to use - can easily be cut to size using standard shop tools

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Gasket cracks and corrodes over time, exhaust leaks

### 674-9026
- OE Numbers: 2604051C91

---

Hydrocarbon Injector

**LINE EXTENSION**

- Made of high-quality materials for increased durability and a longer service life
- Necessary replacement item for emission inspections, depending on state regulations
- Direct replacement for original equipment designs

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Excessive heat and vibration, contaminated exhaust, improper regeneration cycles, poor drivability and illumination of the check engine light

### 904-7915
- Mack 2017-12, Volvo 2017-12
- OE Numbers: 21407621

---

Wheel Lug Studs

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 295 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- Made in the USA and designed with tight tolerance on specific part characteristics to ensure proper fit and function
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original wheel stud strips or snaps over time

### 610-0074
- OE Numbers: 21407621

---
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